CMOS IMAGE SENSORS (CIS) HAVE BECOME A KEY SEGMENT IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY

The CIS process is an analog version of the CMOS process commonly used for memory. It has become a key segment in the semiconductor industry, being worth $19.3B in 2019 and exceeding 4.6% of total semiconductor sales. This segment has seen Sony become a significant semiconductor player, alongside other CIS companies such as Samsung, OmniVision, STMicroelectronics and ON Semiconductor. Innovative approaches like wafer stacking technologies have emerged specifically for CIS, and have become key developments for the semiconductor market in general. In the context of fierce rivalry, imaging has become the focal point of smartphone makers and the entire semiconductor supply chain.

BEGINNING IN 2019, YOLE DÉVELOPPEMENT BEGAN PUBLISHING, IN QUARTERLY INSTALMENTS, A MONITOR CONTAINING WORLD-CLASS RESEARCH, DATA, AND INSIGHTS PERTAINING TO THE IMAGING MARKETS. THIS MONITOR ANALYSES THE CIS MARKETS’ EVOLUTION IN TERMS OF REVENUE, SHIPMENTS, CAPITAL EXPENDITURE (CAPEX), AND NEAR-TERM PRICE EVOLUTION, AS WELL AS DEMAND PER MARKET SEGMENT AND CIS TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION. NEAR INFRARED (NIR) SENSING IS ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS QUARTERLY IMAGING MARKET MONITOR, AS WELL AS DETAILED PROFILES OF MAIN SUPPLIERS ARE ALSO PROVIDED. IN THE FUTURE, YOLE DÉVELOPPEMENT WILL EXTEND ITS IMAGING COVERAGE TO KEY COMPONENTS OF THE CMOS CAMERA MODULE (CCM) MARKET.

IMAGE SENSOR ATTACHMENT RATES ARE INCREASING, THANKS TO MULTI-CAMERA TRENDS

It all started in 2007, smartphones began completely disrupting the imaging market and its corresponding technology. Just five years later, the production peak for digital still-cameras was reached, and phones became the primary imaging device for consumers. New use-cases linked to social media began fuelling the need for high-quality rear, world-facing, cameras for photography, quickly followed by front selfie cameras for videos and top-grade photography. 2015-2017 saw additional cameras attached, either to extend the zoom capability on the rear or to provide 3D biometric interaction on the front. In 2019, 3D rear cameras improved the photographic experience and made inroads into augmented reality (AR) applications.

In 2019, the overall attachment rate for CIS cameras moved towards an average of 3.1 units per phone. The growth rate for CIS...
attachment rose to 25% year-over-year. At the start of 2020 the CIS industry was overheating, with a combination of high demand and high prices due to capacity limitations. Yole Développement’s quarterly monitor will answer the pressing questions facing this industry, including:

- What is the latest news?
- What is the status of the market indicators? Is the market really growing/decreasing? What are the revenues of the leading companies?
- What demand segments will emerge to compensate for the diminishing PC and consumer categories?
- How much farther will the CIS roadmap extend? Is there a future beyond hybrid stacking?
- How will AI and machine learning impact CIS demand and the technology roadmap?
- Will autonomous vehicles meaningfully impact the CIS market? If so, when?
- Will CIS capital expenditures continue their recent upward trend, or will capital intensity climb too high and threaten supplier stability?

With its CIS Quarterly Market Monitor, Yole Développement provides opinions and answers to all these questions on a quarterly basis, including sensing. Yole’s CMOS Image Sensor Quarterly Market Monitor will be published at the beginning of March (Q1), June (Q2), September (Q3) and December (Q4). And it will give you a closer look at the main CIS markets and players.

**WHAT DO THE UPCOMING QUARTERS HOLD?**

The short-term forecast will be impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak. One thing is certain, we now have one or two quarters of cooling down of the overheating of the CIS industry. The outbreak of COVID-19 stopped the supply chain for a month in February in China. It seems slowly to be returning to normal, and Yole’s analysts expect it will take the rest of the year to be fully operational. 2020 will probably look somewhat similar to 2019, and the end of the year will again put the industry under high production strain in order to compensate for the early losses. What we cannot predict is the possibility of a systemic recession. People will still buy smartphones and smart speakers in 2021, so the risk is more from the financial sector than the biological threat itself.

The overall aim of Yole’s Quarterly Market Monitor is to stick to the reality of the market in order to
react accordingly. The CIS industry has entered a period of volatility, pushed toward fire and ice at the same time. Yole remains confident about the medium term forecast, and we expect the industry to reach US$28 billion in 2025. Growth will eventually slow due to diminishing returns related to additional cameras in mobiles, but saturation of the market is not imminent.

**CIS QUARTERLY MARKET MONITOR - CONTENT**

The CIS Quarterly Market Monitor contains all of the data related to CIS revenue per quarter. These include: CIS shipments, near and long-term revenue, market share per quarter, capex per company, and market demand/supply forecasts. It includes a complete analysis and details of the demand side, with a deep dive into mobile, consumer, computing, automotive, medical, security, industrial, and defense and aerospace. For the top players, including Sony, Samsung, Omnivision, On Semiconductor, STMicroelectronics, Panasonic, Canon, SK Hynix, and others, the CIS Quarterly Market Monitor furnishes a detailed analysis of capex, shipments, and wafer production per technology including process mix, along with the expected impact of CIS technology changes. The following deliverables are included:

- Excel database with all historical and forecast data
- PDF slide-deck with graphs and comments/analysis regarding expected evolution
- Direct access to a Yole Développement analyst for one year, providing an opportunity for on-demand Q&A and discussions regarding trends, analyses, forecasts, and breaking news.

**KEY FEATURES OF THE MONITOR**

- Market forecast through 2025 in $US, units, and wafers
- Market share (Sony, Samsung, Omnivision, On Semiconductor, STMicroelectronics, Panasonic, Canon, SK Hynix) from 2015 to present: by revenue ($US), segment ($US), technology (wafer), and foundry (wafer)
- Demand forecast through 2025 by category (i.e. mobile, consumer, security, auto), in revenue ($US) and units
- Supply forecast through 2025: by supplier for wafer production (wpm, by fab), technology mix (% of wafers), and process node (% of wafers)

**COMPANIES MONITORED IN THE PRODUCT (non exhaustive list)**

Canon, Omnivision, ON Semiconductor, Panasonic, Samsung, SK Hynix, Sony, STMicroelectronics, and more.
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Founded in 1998, Yole Développement (Yole) has grown to become a group of companies providing marketing, technology and strategy consulting, media and corporate finance services, reverse engineering and reverse costing services and well as IP and patent analysis. With a strong focus on emerging applications using silicon and/or micro manufacturing, the Yole group of companies has expanded to include more than 120 collaborators worldwide covering MEMS and image sensors, Compound semiconductors, RF Electronics, Solid-state lighting, Displays, Software, Optoelectronics, Microfluidics & Medical, Advanced Packaging, Manufacturing, Power Electronics, Batteries & Energy Management and Memory.

The “More than Moore” market research, technology and strategy consulting company Yole Développement, along with its partners System Plus Consulting, PISEO, KnowMade and Blumorpho, supports industrial companies, investors and R&D organizations worldwide to help them understand markets and follow technology trends to grow their business.

CONSULTING AND ANALYSIS
• Market data & research, marketing analysis
• Technology analysis
• Strategy consulting
• Reverse engineering & costing
• Patent analysis
• Design and characterization of innovative optical systems
• Financial services (due diligence, M&A with our partner)
More information on www.yole.fr

MEDIA & EVENTS
• i-Micronews.com website, application & related e-newsletter
• Communication & webcast services
• Events: TechDays, forums…
More information on www.i-micronews.com

REPORTS & MONITORS
• Market & technology reports
• Market, reverse technology and patent quarterly monitors
• Patent investigation and patent infringement risk analysis
• Structure, process and cost analysis and teardowns
• Cost simulation tool
More information on www.i-micronews.com/reports
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• Marketing & Communication: Camille Veyrier (camille.veyrier@yole.fr)
• Public Relations: Sandrine Leroy (sandrine.leroy@yole.fr)
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